
Every word we use to represent Roaring Brook — every email, every document, social 
media post, and page on our website — impacts our brand. Consistent use of 
language helps us build trust and connect with the people we interact with.

STYLE POINTS

Keep It Easy

You are busy. You can assume your audience is, too. Make it easy for them to get your point, quickly:

• Don’t bury the lead. The most important message should come first.

• Bullet points are good. When it makes sense to break down a list in this format, do it.

• Long paragraphs are walls of text. Break up your paragraphs to make it less daunting.

Use Active Voice

In active voice, the subject of the sentence does the action. In passive voice, the subject of the sentence 

has the action done to it.

Yes: Our center provides intensive outpatient programs to support all stages of recovery. 

No: Intensive outpatient programs to support all stages of recovery are provided by our center. 

Use We Language

Frequently use we in place of your name, especially in social media posts. Your voice is inclusive and warm. 

Yes: We meet you where you are in your recovery. 

No: Roaring Brook meets you where you are in recovery. 

WRITING ABOUT RECOVERY 

We work with clients.

Not patients, not customers, not members, not guests. 

Recovery is a lifestyle, not a destination.

We are always in recovery. We are never recovered. 

Be consistent.

Use recovery language consistently across all platforms. Inconsistency undermines expertise and trust. 

Consistency builds trust and credibility. 

Yes: 12-step program

No: 12-Step Program

No: 12 Step Program

No: Twelve Step Program
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NUTS AND BOLTS

Acronyms

When writing about terms or phrases commonly referred to by their acronyms, introduce the complete 

phrase in the first instance with the acronym in parenthesis. Then, use only the acronym. 

Yes: We will offer Intensive Outpatient Programming (IOP) at our center. We typically conduct IOP in 

group settings.

No: As opposed to PHP, IOP allows those with SUD to continue working throughout treatment. 

Ampersand

Unless a technical term or part of a company name, don’t use an ampersand to replace the word “and” in 

writing for Roaring Brook. 

Emojis

Don’t use emojis, except when posting social media captions and responses.

Exclamation Points

Don’t use exclamation points, except when replying to a comment on one of our social posts. Still, do 

so sparingly. 

Name

When writing about Roaring Brook, only use one of two constructions: Roaring Brook or Roaring Brook 

Recovery. 

• No abbreviations and no acronyms. 

Numbers

Spell out numerals one through ten. Following the number ten, use numerals. 

The exception is when writing times, dates, and dollar amounts. 

Oxford Comma

Always use the Oxford, or serial, comma: the final comma that appears in a list of things in a sentence. 

Using this punctuation avoids ambiguity. 

Yes: We are seeking a Clinical Director who shares in our vision, our values, and our passion.

No: We are seeking a Clinical Director who shares in our vision, our values and our passion. 
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Your Core Values guide the important decisions: who you hire, when you fire, what 
building you buy, what service you provide, and, to whom. They are the foundations 
of all the other language your company uses. They are reflected in your name and 
visual identity. At least, they should. They literally define you.

Use them to create headlines to be used in print and online.

OUR VALUES

We believe:

Everyone is deserving. 

There is always hope. 

Support should challenge. 

Everyone’s journey is different, but together we heal. 

You must surrender to win. 

MISSION

We meet you where you are in your recovery. We get to know you and your story to build an 

evidence-based treatment plan that will give you the tools to live fully, for life.

TAGLINE

To use under Roaring Brook name when clarification is needed:

Recovery

To use as a condensed pitch:

Live fully, for life

HEADLINES

Public

Example applications: social media, billboards, general marketing

• Uncovering and rebuilding. One day at a time. 

• Build a life of true substance.

• A new perspective on life is sobering. 

Clients

Example applications: intro packets, dedicated webpage

• Come as you are.

• There is something greater.

• We begin here. And we grow.

+ Rediscover joy. Rediscover you. 
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HEADLINES

Caretakers

Example applications: information material, dedicated webpage

• There is always hope.

• Support should challenge.

• Hope is necessary. 

Practitioners

Example applications: referral material, dedicated webpage

• Everyone is deserving. 

• A community for recovery

• Eliminating the addiction is just the beginning. 

Recruitment

Example applications: job postings, website careers page

• Uncovering and rebuilding. One day at a time. 

• Every journey starts somewhere.

• We are passionate about the process.

Call to Action

Example applications: website (buttons, headers, footers), information material

• Start connecting now.

• Get help now. 

• Find your community today.

OUR STORY
Example applications: website homepage or About Us page, information material

Roaring Brook is a stream tucked deep in the stillness of nature. Its waters give breath to an ecosystem 

teeming with life. The stream is fed by a well, providing new water, new life each day. 

Roaring Brook was a refuge for founder Matt Otto. As he battled through his darkest days, the stream 

became a constant place of healing. His addiction couldn’t darken the light there. There he feels whole.

We named our recovery center, a new kind of recovery center, after that stream as a symbol of renewal. 

A reminder of interconnectedness. A beacon of hope, no matter where your path has taken you. We are a 

community in recovery. Our stories are all different. But together, we heal. 
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